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Bounds on quantum dynamics

Quantum dynamics is a large subject, but one natural anchor point is to 
ask about fundamental limits on dynamics:

• Speed limits, e.g. Lieb-Robinson bound

• Unitarity bound on scattering

• Bounds on transport, e.g. viscosity? 

• Bound on the growth of quantum chaos

AdS/CFT (holographic duality) has been a source of recent inspiration

[Kovtun-Son-Starinets]

[Maldacena-Shenker-Stanford]



Interlude: black holes do things well

• Black holes are the densest memories. Proof: let M be a denser 
memory …. wait, it collapsed into a black hole!

• Black holes relax very rapidly. Relaxation time, as measured by simple 
auto-correlation functions, is

• Black holes scramble quantum information as fast as possible. The 
scrambling time

• Conjecture: black holes “complexify” extremely rapidly, possibly as 
fast as possible [Brown-Roberts-Susskind-S-Zhao PRL & PRB ‘16]

[Hayden-Preskill, Sekino-Susskind, Shenker-Stanford ’13, Kitaev ‘14]

Spacetime as a quantum computational history …

[Bekenstein-Hawking]



A cartoon



A simple communication protocol

1. A signals at time 0
2. B measures at time t

MESSAGE



State dependent vs state independent 

Lieb-Robinson bound

[S-Roberts PRL ‘16]

butterfly velocity, “state 
dependent Lieb-Robinson”



Out-of-time-order (OTO) correlators

Given two unitary operators V and W, define the OTO correlator:

F measures the degree of non-commutativity of V and the time evolved 
version of W:

[Larkin-Ovchinnikov JETP ’69, 
Stanford-Shenker, Kitaev]



Scrambling

• Scrambling occurs when local quantum information, e.g. a local 
perturbation, is spread over all the degrees of freedom of a system, 
becoming inaccessible to local measurements

• Cousin of classical chaos, e.g. folding in phase space, butterfly effect

• Random circuit model

Random 2-body gates

Random 2-body gates

Random permutation of qubits

S qubits

[Hayden-Preskill]

local info:



Scrambling as a function of spatial dimension

• d spatial dimensions

• Limit of infinite dimension, all to all interactions

although it could be slower ….



Interlude: why?

• How does quantum information propagate in a generic quantum 
lattice model? 

• Constraints on transport physics?

• What technology can we import from Lorentz invariant QFT?

• What is the role of long range (power law) interactions? No ballistic 
Lieb-Robinson bound in this case

• How fast can entanglement grow during thermalization?

• How does locality and causality emerge in quantum gravity?

[Foss-Feig et al., Richerme et al., …]



Butterfly velocity [Shenker-Stanford ‘13, Roberts-Stanford-Susskind ‘15]



Holographic (AdS/CFT) examples

• Holographic conformal field theories

• Holographic “hyperscaling violating”

[Roberts-Stanford-Susskind]

[S-Roberts PRL, Blake PRL]



Emergence of bulk causality (AdS/CFT)

Boundary (CFT)

Black hole horizon
[Stanford-Mezei ‘16, S coming soon]



Non-holographic examples (many others …)

• O(N) CFT, large N (d=2)

• Non-Fermi liquid (d=2)

• Disordered metal (d=3)

• Approximate structure: diffusive + growth form

[Patel-Sachdev PNAS ‘17]

[Chowdhury-S PRD ‘17]

[Patel-Chowdhury-Sachdev-S PRX ‘17]

[Chowdhury-S PRB ’16, Aleiner-Faro-Ioffe ‘16]



O(N) ladder sum, large N

[Stanford ‘16, Chowdhury-S ‘17]



Measuring scrambling

experiment time? experiment time

[S-Bentsen-Schleier-Smith-Hayden PRA ‘16]



Additional protocols

• “Quantum clock”
• More elaborate protocol where control qubit also controls direction of time

• May reduce some sources of error

• Sensitivity to environment?

• Purity-like measurement
• No time-reversal required, but must measure many-body overlap

• Need two identical copies, 2nd Renyi entropy-like measurement

[Zhu-Hafezi-Grover ‘16]

[Yao-Grusdt-S-Lukin-StamperKurn-Moore-Demler ‘16]

Also: numerical study of transverse-field Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model



Experiments so far (I)

• OTOCs in trapped ion quantum simulator

• OTOCs in NMR quantum simulator

Appeared in Nature Physics

Appeared in PRX



Experiments so far (II)

• OTOCs in spin chains with NMR

• OTOCs with BEC





Summary

• New interdisciplinary tools for understanding the spread of quantum 
information

• New (sometimes slow) speed limits on quantum dynamics

• Progress understanding the emergence of locality and causality in 
quantum gravity

• However, many open questions remain: spatial profile of scrambling 
growth?, connections to rapid information processing?, sub-AdS
locality?, …

• Soon: experiments probing systems of increasing complexity


